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Without-

‘Without’ probably has more extensive meanings and synonyms in Urdu and in this 
language it somehow feels and sounds less probable. As if there is already a consolation 
for the missing suffix. As it says,
  
“Beghair ”
“Illawatan”
“Ma-siwaye”

Maybe it is only more poetic for me in Urdu because this is the language I am born 
into. Nonetheless, the word “without” in English is a perfect prefix for the perfect 
unknown. The word bears an air of isolation, absence, emptiness, and incompleteness 
and somewhere within the lines - longing. However, the interpretation I induce for this 
show is –  to connect to be completed. The incompleteness is not implied in terms of the 
physical process of work, or under saturated tones in paint. Instead what it provokes. 

This show is not a personal trajectory. It is shared. Like faith, which only appears to be 
a matter of personal concern but in order to have it activated and understood, it needs 
to be shared. 

I am not painting religion, nor faith or reason. It is evidently the confusion between 
or diffusion of these. The debate is higher than what mere words can fashion, but it 
is true that it is easier and safer to live outside the realm of reason. Reason can be 
dissatisfying. Sometimes it has a small shelf life and it exhausts way before reaching 
what we believe to be an absolute truth. 

There are two stages to the work, firstly the physical, in which the only concern is layering 
paint and calculating the intensity of tints and mixing of tones and their juxtaposition 
irrespective of the form. The process is laid on a perpetual short-term visual memory 
loss. From reference to the painting, there is a constant process of remembering and 
forgetting. The shape and pace of the memory is strongest editor of work.  

Second stage is more psychological and emotional where there is a glimmer of hope 
that everything is coming together, and a belief that eventually the form will fall into 
place. The rationale of the picture is entirely dependent on the belief which remains 
unproven for an uncertain period of time. 
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On Inaam’s Practice

Light. Not jarring. Not quiet. Soft. Not passive. In smaller works, Inaam Zafar 
refers to the ‘source-lessness’ of these hallucinatory forms. Who decides 
about the source? Probably his forms are the source. The title of his exhibit 
is ‘Without’. One wonders, everywhere in the history of art and visual, the 
sacred has asked for light, has light ever asked for the sacred?  Jesus needed a 
centrality and a halo around him in visuals – so did the Royal Mughals, the halo 
may never have asked for anything. 

Zafar confesses an OCD (obsessive compulsive disorder) in practice. Colour is 
synthetized and systemized in an intuitive yet academic discipline.  There is a 
meticulous following of gradient and value. Each colour is a language. A new 
diction evokes when colour meets colour. Colour gives birth to form. While it 
lives in distinct categories on one of his work tables, the minuscule preparatory 
tracings for these larger works are like Gulliver’s map. Every move is prepared 
in pen and paper only to seek a new and higher place.

The chapel designed by Henri Matisse, France 1947 has three sets of stain glass 
windows with colour as metaphor: blue for the sea, Rivera sky and Madonna-
green for vegetation and yellow for the sun. They are abstract in form but 
known as ‘the tree of life’, living next to the altar. All else is white but it doesn’t 
remain so, when light seeps in from this glass. Zafar is commemorating and 
celebrating his palette, finding light or sharing it, living metaphor with it, the 
devotion is ‘fortunately’ as rigid as the time tasks and tables, work plans on 
his window. 

The sketchbooks induce centrality of thought. Idea and meaning, retaining and 
preserving works like oxygen. A lust for the delicate, from the leftover web of 
leaves to thoughts which may be forgotten, to light that is in argument with 
its origin – or not. Zafar’s dialectic is luminous. Clusters of colour or stroke 
regulate fate; light serves as the escape, the resolute…the divine.  

Sehr Jalil
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The Aporia of Painting

Julius John Alam

There is no such ‘thing’ as a painting. The thing that gets sold in galleries, 
that they refer to as ‘painting’, is, in fact an object. An object is a body with a 
surface. In the physical dimension, there are only bodies and their surface. The 
very moment the first speck of pigment or the first molecule of oil has landed 
onto the canvas, it has already become a body. A painting is a body made up 
of smaller bodies. The bodies of the stretcher, canvas, pigment and oil come 
together and become a body we call painting. The painting’s surface is simply 
pigment moved around and rearranged, that reflects certain kinds of light at 
certain angles and in certain amounts while absorbing the rest.

If painting is the surface of a body, then everything is a painting because all 
bodies have a surface and it is this surface that we access each time we are in 
dialogue with a body.  The body always evades itself and remains unknown. 
Even when this body is ruptured, we can only access the outside of the inside 
of this rupture and never the inside of the body.

Thus, in both cases, we have destroyed painting, that is, painting as we 
generally understand it. But painting has escaped us. We only destroyed the 
idea of a painting in our head, while the real painting still operates beyond the 
limits of our mind. Painting is neither the body, nor its surface. Painting is not 
‘this’ or ‘that’, painting simply ‘is’.

There is no abstract painting. There is only representational painting. The 
abstract painter represents in painting his idea of abstraction. Thus even 
abstract painting is representational - it represents the idea of abstract painting.

There is no representational painting. Painting cannot represent anything 
other than itself. It cannot represent reality; it itself is reality. Painting only 
presents - it presents itself.

Painting is a phenomenon - a sculpting of time.

Painting is performative. The painter performs painting by painting. The viewer 
performs painting by percieving. Performance always only happens in the 
now. If the painter gets distracted while painting and begins to think about 
something else, he might be depositing certain amounts of pigment onto 
a canvas in certain orientations but he is no longer painting. If the painting 
becomes conscious of the act of painting and thinks to himself, ‘okay, I am 
painting. Maybe add a little more blue’, he is again left behind and painting 
moves ahead. It is only when he is painting (and not thinking about painting or 
about anything else) that it can be said that he is painting. It is possible to make



many paintings and to become famous and rich, without ever having painted. 
Painting is ‘now’. Time is the enemy of painting. Time is an illusion. Painting is 
real. Painting is what interrupts the illusion of time and wakes us up to reality.

Painting is poetry that writes itself.

Painting is about light only as much as anything else is about light. Light falls 
onto, is absorbed and reflected off paintings. That is all light does. In that 
sense, a painting is the same as any surface.

Painting is colour. Painting is pigment waking up to its colourfulness. Painting 
is the limit at which the painter meets colour. Painting is the limit at which 
colour meets the viewer. Colour lies between the painter and paint. Colour 
is sensation and that is why painting is sensation, because painting is colour 
being colour.

Painting is a playful arena between painting (the object) and the painter. It is 
the transitional space between two bodies: that of the painter and painting 
(the object).

Painting is a void into which thought disappears. Painting is a place where 
language no longer exists but ‘is’.

Painting is a game in which there comes a point when the hunter becomes the 
hunted. Before this point the painter was dictating where the paint would land 
on the canvas, now the painting comes alive and takes over, making its own 
demands known to the painter. Or perhaps the painting was always in control, 
but the painter had an illusion of free will.

A painter is blind. The journey from the first brush stroke to the last one is a 
walk down a dark alley. No matter how well planned, painting requires a leap 
of faith at every brush stroke.

Painting is a religion of hide and seek. Painting is hidden from the painter, who 
can only have faith that it exists somewhere out there. Painting is the painter 
going in search of the lost painting. He finds it with each stroke.

Painting is sublime. Painting is liminal.

What makes Inaam paint? The same that keeps him alive.

There is no point in painting. Painting cannot change the world. It can only 
perhaps change the painter, and that too is not a must. Painting is foolishness 
to the mind. A painter is someone who exists in this foolishness long enough 
to transform this negative definition of painting into something neutral.  A
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positive definition of painting is a lie. At the most, painting can be neutral.

Why is it so important to describe Inaam as a figurative painter or to compare 
his work to that of Luc Tuymans or to dub his subject matter as political? When 
I ask my three year old son how does he know that I am his father, he answers, 
‘I know you are my father because you are my father’. Likewise, Inaam is Inaam, 
and his paintings are his paintings. A painting of a chandelier is a painting of a 
chandelier. It is not about a chandelier. It cannot be about anything. It can only 
be about itself. Why do we erect veils of thoughts, ideas and labels between 
the thing and us? Is it to avoid living?

Inaam has not painted mazars or chandeliers, he has painted photographs. 
Inaam is neither a figurative painter nor a landscape painter - he paints 
photographs. Does the camera know what is being photographed? What 
difference does it make to the camera whether a tree is being photographed 
or a chair? The camera only paints light onto the sensor. And does light shine 
more on people’s faces and less on phone booths? Light is light, a photograph 
is a photograph, and a painting of a photograph is a painting of a photograph. 
Life is simple, we make it complicated.

Inaam sculpts light. In these paintings Inaam is returning to the source of 
painting, that is, light. Through painting light, he gives back to light what always 
belonged to it, that is, sight.

Painting is the highest act of faith. Painters are the true heirs of Abraham. They 
have faith that the empty canvas will turn into a painting.

If you can understand it, it is not painting. Painting can only precede or follow 
understanding.

A painter has no style, because having a style requires tallying with memory what 
is being done on the canvas in the ‘now’. Activating a style means that the 
painter has lagged behind and painting has moved on. Style requires thinking. 
Painting is synonymous with thinking. A painter can either think or paint. He 
cannot do both at the same time.

A painting has no meaning. It has no narrative whatsoever. Illustrations 
have a meaning. Painting is painting. It is its own meaning. Painting cannot 
be explained by words or thought or through another painting. I am eating 
grapes while writing this essay. No words or images can explain the taste of 
the grapes I am eating. Only by eating the same grape can someone have an 
idea what these grapes taste like. Even then, he will only be able to know how 
they taste to him, and never how they taste to me. Similarly, painting can only 
be experienced, and there is no way to generalize that experience. No one can 
know how I experienced Inaam’s paintings. Therefore, there can be no writing 



on painting. The only task of the writing that deals with painting is to destroy 
itself. As someone writing about painting, the only thing I can write is this: 
there can be no writing about painting. Writing is always only about itself, just 
like painting is always only about painting, and nothing else.

What do paintings do alone at night when the gallery is closed? Painting (the 
object) is a tomb within which is buried painting (the phenomenon). At dawn, 
when visitors arrive at the gallery and slide open the tomb’s lid, painting is 
resurrected in a gush of sensation and transforms the viewer.

The reference is only there as an excuse for Inaam to paint. The narrative 
content of the photograph for Inaam is simply a reference point. Something 
that can help him (or the viewer) pin the work down in the memory stream. 
That is why he chooses references for each show that are somewhat similar to 
one another so a link can be established between the pieces, making it easier 
for the viewer to navigate them.
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